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Abstract

Searching related tables is a crucial part of enterprise data lake exploration. However, data lakes often contain numeric tables with unreliable column headers, and ID columns whose text names have been lost. Finding such related numeric tables in large data lakes is a challenging task. State-of-the-art related table search relies on text values in tables, and cannot be applied on numeric tables. On the other hand, the state-of-the-art for semantic labeling of numeric tables using enterprise knowledge graphs (EKGs) has clear sources of semantic ambiguity due to its heuristic and rule-based approaches for determining numeric types and EKG labels, leading to poor performance. In this paper, we propose a system, NumSearchLLM, that leverages LLMs alongside EKGs to alleviate the ambiguity in semantic labeling of numeric columns and facilitate both joinable table search, and more general table relatedness tasks. Specifically, we use LLMs to: (i) discover new relationships absent from EKGs; (ii) validate numeric types assigned by heuristics; and (iii) check whether the semantic labels assigned to columns of a table form a meaningful schema. We also show how EKGs can be used in conjunction with LLMs to fix labeling inconsistencies discovered by LLMs by finding alternate labels. We show that by an integrated use of LLMs with EKGs, we can achieve superior performance in joinable and related table search tasks in comparison to the current approaches.
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1. Introduction

When exploring enterprise data lakes, it is often crucial to find tables that can add valuable information in combination with a table already in possession. This could be done through a join operation, or even simply finding a table containing information that is related in some way, such as, information in the same domain, different information about the same event, etc. Finding such semantically related tables can involve searching over several kinds of tables in a data lake, including open data sources, which have proven useful in enterprise settings as well [1]. These sources include purely numeric tables with unreliable column headers. Purely numeric data is often found often in many domains, including finance, industrial measurements, and medical practice.

Related table search over purely numeric tables is a novel problem, and is challenging for a number of reasons: (i) the semantics of a numeric table are difficult to determine. For example, a column of positive integers could be IDs or counts; (ii) there are many ways in which tables can be related. For example, they may be joinable on columns representing the same type of information. Or the tables may capture related information, e.g., movie sales and movie cast finance tables.

Automatic procedures leveraging knowledge graphs (KGs) and semantic similarity using word embeddings have been developed to detect table relatedness [2, 3, 4, 5]. However, they each are specific to one type of relatedness (e.g., joinability/unionability) and rely heavily on text values contained in table cells and the column headers. Further, KGs are limited in finding relationships between entities because they are sparse and do not capture all possible relationships that may exist between entities [6]. Typically, methods for determining relatedness do not make the discovered relationship explicit: pairs of tables are returned with a score indicating a join cardinality or an embedding similarity, but no explanation.

On the other hand, existing works concerning purely numeric tables only focus on column semantic labeling. The state-of-the-art work, TTLA [7], for numeric semantic labeling suffers from semantic ambiguities: (i) TTLA [7] uses heuristics to assign numeric types to columns, and then uses these types to select subsets of KG candidate labels for each column. The rules implemented by these heuristics are chosen arbitrarily (e.g., checking whether the range is greater than the square root of total values), and must be adapted to different types of numeric data [7]. For this reason, TTLA [7] can assign the wrong type, ultimately resulting in incorrect labeling. For example, Figure 1 shows that a table column containing hospital bed counts can be incorrectly classi-
In this paper, we show how LLMs can be leveraged to overcome the semantic ambiguities of numeric typing and semantic labeling by detecting inconsistencies among semantic labels for the same table, and ensuring numbers match the type assigned by heuristics. We then use these semantic labels for table relatedness. We find that while LLMs cannot directly determine numeric table semantics, they are effective at these tasks.

LLMs are pretrained to perform classification, suggesting they can more accurately determine the types of numbers, which are leveraged by the state-of-the-art numeric semantic labeling method [7]. LLMs might also detect out-of-place semantic labels in a schema (e.g., do all labels explain a bus company, or does one of them concern a politician’s votes?). These properties of LLMs make them useful in numeric semantic labeling. Further, LLMs are pretrained to answer text summarization, information extraction, and classification questions that can make them useful for determining relatedness of two blocks of text (such as two table schemas), if prompted correctly. And naturally, LLMs can explicate relationships between tables. These LLM properties are potentially useful for related numeric table search, provided proper handling of potential issues such as hallucinations.

We propose NumSearchLLM, a system that leverages these strengths of large language models by incorporating them into state-of-the-art numeric semantic labeling methods using EKGs for more accurate explainable related table search over purely numeric tables. Our preliminary evaluation shows that NumSearchLLM achieves superior performance in joinable and related table search tasks in comparison to the current approaches. Although we use DBpedia as a proxy for EKGs, NumSearchLLM can use any EKG as input. Also, giving DBpedia as input can allow NumSearchLLM to find related tables from open data, which has proven valuable in many settings, including the enterprise setting [1, 10, 11, 12].

2. Background

2.1. Related Table Search

Automatic procedures for determining table relatedness rely on external knowledge, in the form of heuristics, KGs, or word embeddings. Some works consider tables related based on the heuristics of overlap similarity, or identical datatypes [13, 14, 12]. More recent solutions leverage KG labels or word embedding vectors as external knowledge. Some such solutions map tables to KGs and determine table relatedness via KG relationships [5, 15], others use word embeddings for semantic similarity, both of column values [2, 3] and similarity of column headers [4, 5, 12, 16]. In the case of numeric tables, these solutions cannot be applied, as they rely on text appearing in tables.
2.2. Numeric Table Relatedness

There is no direct way to perform related table search over purely numeric tables. Perhaps the closest work is D3L [16], which uses row entries to contextualize numeric attributes when discovering joins and unions, but they assume a table will have a subject attribute they can use to determine the entities.

However, there has been modest success in leveraging KGs to perform column semantic labeling on numeric tables. TTLA is the state-of-the-art numeric column semantic labeling technique which designs and applies a numeric typology first to select subsets of KG labels more likely to contain the label that correctly describes a column, and then maps columns to KG properties by matching column and KG distribution parameters such as mean and standard deviation, using Euclidean distance.

2.3. LLMs for Numeric Related Search

Recent works have shown that generative pretrained LLMs have the key advantage that they can solve a wide variety of tasks including information extraction over tables [17]. Further, several methods have been developed to leverage LLMs and are useful for performing a wide variety of tasks, including entity resolution [9], tabular understanding [18, 19], and semantic annotation and joinability [8]. Considering their capabilities, LLMs can be used as another source of external knowledge to determine table relatedness. However, LLMs, like KGs and word embeddings, cannot directly be used to determine table relatedness for purely numeric tables because language models are likely not trained on examples of the semantics of numbers. Therefore, one key challenge is to devise a method of using LLMs that will enhance numeric semantic labeling and assess table relatedness.

2.4. Problem Statement

We consider the enterprise setting where an analyst has purely numeric input table \( I \) and wishes to find purely numeric tables related to \( I \) in data lake \( L \). The enterprise has an EKG capturing all information collected by the enterprise. We consider the case where the tables in \( L \) are known to contain information in the EKG, but it is unknown which KG labels describe each table.

Formally, we assume that each table \( t \) is described by an EKG class \( C_t \), each row of table \( t \), \( r_t \), is an EKG entity \( e_t \) that is an instance of class \( C_t \), and each column is a numeric EKG property of one or more instances of \( C_t \), \( p_t \).

Then, given input table \( I \), we want to find all tables \( t \in L \) such that (i) \( I \) and \( t \) are strongly-semantic joinable, or (ii) \( I \) and \( t \) are table-related.

Definition 1: Strongly-semantic joinable There exists some join key column of \( I \) and some join key column of \( t \) such that \( I \Join t \) can be taken, and for each row of \( I \Join t \) consisting of pairs of rows from original tables \( I \) and \( t \), \( (r_I, r_t) \), the EKG contains the same path between the EKG entities corresponding to \( r_I \) and \( r_t \) (that is, the join aligns pairs of entities such that all pairs of entities are related in the same way).

Definition 2: Table-related \( I \) and \( t \) are table-related if there is an EKG path between the classes representing each table, \( C_I \) and \( C_t \).

While the above definitions precisely describe the types of relatedness in this paper, LLMs allow us to relax these definitions: a path between entities/tables does not have to exist in the EKG for the LLM to determine they are related, and the LLM can describe classes and entities more precisely than the EKG. This allows us to discover a wider variety of joinable/table-related tables.

3. NumSearchLLM

To solve the above problem, we propose NumSearchLLM, an approach integrating LLMs and the EKG to recover the schemas of purely numeric tables, and then perform relatedness search. The approach leverages LLMs to (i) improve numeric typing and (ii) detect incorrect semantic labels among labels in a table schema and suggest alternatives. We then provide the LLM with semantic labels and use it to perform joinability and table relatedness.

The main steps of our NumSearchLLM approach are: i) Assigning Numeric Types, ii) Mapping types to semantic labels, and iii) Related table and joinability search. We describe how EKGs and LLMs are integrated to perform each of these steps in detail below.

3.1. Assigning Numeric Types to Columns

Given a collection of numeric values for a column, \( c \), we use TTLA’s rule-based heuristics [7] and the LLM to find the numeric type of \( c \). For example, one such rule is that the numeric type “categorical” is assigned if distinct values in \( c \) < \( \sqrt{n} \) [7].

Given \( c \) and its type assigned by the heuristic \( \gamma_C \), we enhance the heuristics with LLMs for numeric typing by using an in-context learning step followed by the type verification step, followed by a type inference step if needed. The prompt for the in-context learning step defines \( \gamma_C \) and includes an example list of numbers.
The in-context learning prompt is the following: We define the following numeric type [definition of \( y \)]. Here is an example [example list]. The type verification step prompt is shown in Figure 4 (\( y \) is "sequential" here). If the type verification step returns "no", then we use a type inference prompt to choose a different numeric type. The type inference prompt is the following: Consider the following alternate numeric types: [other definitions]. Of these, which do you think is most likely for this set of numbers? If the heuristic and LLM types are identical then NumSearchLLM returns that type. If the inferred types differ, and the type inferred by LLM is not "categorical" then NumSearchLLM returns the type inferred by LLM. If the types disagree and LLM assigned type is "categorical", then since the LLM is unable to understand the numeric thresholds, NumSearchLLM does not rely on its answer and instead returns the type assigned by the heuristics.

3.2. Semantic Labeling of Columns

Given the numeric types of each column, we initially assign EKG semantic labels and validate them using LLMs to obtain the column semantic label (example below). The generation of this label involves reaching an agreement between the labels assigned using EKGs and LLMs and may involve a pre-defined number of iterations between the EKGs and LLMs to reach agreement.

In order to assign EKG semantic labels, the numeric properties in EKGs are first pre-processed to produce clustering models containing their distribution parameters.

Preprocessing the EKG. We find all properties \( p \) whose datatype is numeric according to the EKG backend. For each property \( p \in P \), we search for nodes in the EKG that have a collection of values for these properties (e.g., node \( n \) has \( p = \{4, 5\} \)). We concatenate all collections of values from all nodes into one collection, \( S_p \). This set of values is the distribution of \( p \) (e.g., the distribution of ages, heights, annual riderships, etc.). We use our method for numeric type assignment involving heuristics and LLMs on the distribution of \( p \) to determine the numeric type of \( p \) (e.g., counts, sequential, categorical, or other). Given the numeric type of \( p \), we compute the appropriate distribution parameters, e.g., number of unique values and value histogram for categorical type, mean and standard deviation for counts etc. for that property. Then, for each numeric type, we cluster all property parameters of properties with that type in a fuzzy c-means clustering model. Each cluster is the vector of distribution parameters for one property (e.g., \(<\text{mean}, \text{standard deviation}>\)).

**Algorithm 1** clusterEKG

1: Input: EKG, LLM  
2: clusteringModels = \(\emptyset\)  
3: for \( p \in \text{EKG.properties} \) do  
4: if \( p \text{.isNumeric()} = \text{True} \) then  
5: values = extractPropertyValues(EKG.entities, \( p \))  
6: propertyType = computeType(values, LLM)  
7: distributionParameters = computeParameters(values, propertyType)  
8: clusteringModels[propertyType].cluster(distributionParameters, \( p \))  
9: end if  
10: end for  
11: return clusteringModels

Given the numeric types and clustering models obtained from preprocessing the EKG, for each column of a table: we use its numeric type to select the clustering model containing numeric properties of the same numeric type. Then, we cluster the column’s distribution parameters and assign the top EKG label from the subset. After performing semantic labeling on all table’s columns, the output is a table schema comprised of EKG labels.

For each table \( t \), NumSearchLLM gives the LLM table \( t \)’s schema and asks the LLM the following question (paraphrased): Consider the given DBpedia labels representing a schema[...]. Do any of these labels seem out of place? If so, does a substitute for the wrong label from the following list apply? If not, suggest a label from the following alternatives [...]. The LLM can return a list of labels that are out-of-place, \( O \). In this case, for each label \( l \in O \), we choose the top-\( k \) alternative labels based on the fuzzy c-means clustering model (\( k \) is specified by the user). If the LLM chooses a substitute from the top-\( k \), NumSearchLLM chooses this label as substitute. Otherwise, the LLM can indicate none of the top-\( k \)-labels apply. In this case, we ask the LLM to generate an alternative label. To avoid the possibility that the LLM hallucinated a label that is not actually in the EKG, NumSearchLLM embeds the LLM-generated labels, embeds the EKG labels, and then finds the most similar EKG label to the LLM-generated label. The most similar EKG label may still be unrelated. To account for this, we repeat the above procedure on the schema with the newly chosen semantic label. Algorithm 2 describes our procedure.

3.3. Related Table Search

Given input table and lake table \( I \) and \( T \) with semantic labels \( l_I \) and \( l_T \) respectively, we provide the following...
Algorithm 2 semLabel

1: Input: clusteringModels, LLM, t
2: COLUMNLABELS = ∅
3: for column ∈ t do
4:    columnType = computeType(column, LLM)
5:    distributionParameters = computeParameters(column, columnType)
6:    columnLabel = clusteringModel[columnType].cluster(distributionParameters)
7:    COLUMNLABELS.add(columnLabel)
8: end for
9: correctedLabels = verifyLabels(LLM, columnLabels)
10: return correctedLabels

prompts for table relatedness and then joinability: (i) table relatedness: Is it likely that these tables are related? (ii) I have determined that these tables can be joined, and this join aligns the following pairs of data instances represented in each table: [insert pairs]. Based on these pairs, do you think there is a relationship between the tables? We show the overall NumSearchLLM algorithm in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 NumSearchLLM

1: Input: I, L, EKG, LLM
2: clusteringModels = clusterEKG(EKG, LLM)
3: RELATED_TABLES = ∅
4: inputSchema = semLabel(clusteringModels, LLM, I)
5: for t ∈ L do
6:    tSchema = semLabel(clusteringModels, LLM, t)
7:    isRelated, Relationship = findRelationship(LLM, inputSchema, tSchema, t)
8:    if isRelated == True then
9:        RELATED_TABLES.add(t)
10: end if
11: end for
12: return RELATED_TABLES

3.4. Implementation Details

NumSearchLLM makes use of classification prompts whose answer is either binary (yes/no) or an element of a specified list (e.g., numeric type categories). The LLM must return responses that are parseable with respect to these categories. To ensure this, we suffix all prompts with "Begin your answer with YES or NO," or "Begin your answer with the chosen category." So far, this has proven effective on ChatGPT as well as LLaMA2.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Setup

Our Benchmark. As there is no existing benchmark to our knowledge for related table search of purely numeric tables, we constructed our own benchmark of 100 tables, consisting of 50 pairs of joinable tables and 20 other pairs of non-joinable but related tables. We plan to make this benchmark available. We constructed pairs of joinable tables using DBpedia classes and their properties. We used a list of DBpedia classes available from Kaggle [20] to construct input and join table pairs. Each input table is constructed from numeric properties of instances of a DBpedia class (e.g., votes of a politician, which is an instance of class dbo:Politician). The join key is a KG edge from the class instance to another entity.

For each class, we sampled the numeric properties for the class, sampled the class property URIs for join keys, and then retrieved class instances with each numeric property-join key combination in a brute-force fashion, searching for combinations that returned a high number of class instances (more than 50 instances, in our case). The output is a set of tables where each table has a clearly labeled ground truth column indicating the DBpedia class instance each row represents, several property columns, and one or more join key columns. The property cells are numeric properties of the instance, the join key cells are the URIs for KG entities that are property values of the instance. The ground truth column is the DBpedia URI for the class instance. Of the 100 collected tables, we manually compare pairs of table schemas to determine table relatedness based on whether the information captured in both tables is related. For example, a table about U.S. politicians is related to a table about U.S. elections, but not to a table about birthplaces of European soccer players. Note that a pair of related tables can also be joinable, but there are tables in the dataset that are related but not joinable. We do not use the ground truth, but store it to report the accuracy of our approach.

Baselines. We compare against a recent system for finding numeric joins only using EKGs, called NumJoin [21].

4.2. Preliminary Results

In this section, we answer the central research question of this work: do LLMs improve the precision and recall of joinable and related table search over a data lake for given input tables? We explore a popular LLM, ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo), and a popular open-source LLM used as a precursor to many other LLMs, LLaMA2.

We first discuss the overall performance of NumSearchLLM. Then, we evaluate the effectiveness of LLMs on each component, namely NumSearchLLM’s numeric typing and labeling accuracy, and table relatedness precision and
recall assuming the correct labels. Our current results show that LLMs can greatly enhance table relatedness when the correct EKG labels are provided.

**Overall Performance of NumSearchLLM.** We observe that NumSearchLLM boosts the recall of related table search compared to NumJoin, a state-of-the-art system for discovering numeric joins. Specifically, NumSearchLLM finds 36 joinable table pairs out of 50, of which 20 are joinable, compared to only 10 found by NumJoin (NumJoin Precision: 10 / 10 = 100%, NumJoin Recall: 10 / 50 = 20%, NumSearchLLM Precision: 20 / 36 = 55.56%, NumSearchLLM Recall: 20 / 50 = 40%).

NumJoin determines whether a join exists by finding entities with KG properties labeled using semantic labeling, and links between those entities. Therefore, when semantic labeling is incorrect due to semantic ambiguity, this greatly limits its ability to correctly disambiguate entities and find existing links between them. NumSearchLLM’s enhanced semantic labeling is more accurate, allowing it to discover more joinable tables.

We also report NumSearchLLM’s overall performance for table relatedness: precision: 20 / 20 = 100% of pairs of tables, recall: 20 / 70 = 28.57% of pairs of tables. Note that the baseline NumJoin does not perform table relatedness.

**LLM Choice:** We also report NumSearchLLM results on LlaMA2. LlaMA2’s training data involves conversations more than tabular data [22]. Naively using the earlier prompts leads to a much higher number of hallucinations and stock responses such as, "As a language model, I cannot answer this question...". We attempt to improve the performance by adding 5 negative and 5 positive few-shot training examples [23, 24] devised by randomly choosing 5 other DBpedia classes from which to generate joinable table pairs using the data generation process above (one example described below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER:</th>
<th>Is it likely that these tables are related? [Example Table 1] [Example Table 2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USER POsing As MODEL:</td>
<td>No, there doesn’t appear to be a direct and inherent relationship between the two table schemas you mentioned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER:</th>
<th>Is it likely that these tables are related? [Real Table 1] [Real Table 2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL:</td>
<td>Yes, these two tables are related.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ChatGPT’s performance still far exceeds LlaMA2 (join-ability precision: 5 / 92, recall: 5 / 50 = 10%). This indicates that including more training examples of tabular tasks on open LLMs may improve performance.

While these results exceed the state-of-the-art (NumJoin [21]), there is still much room to improve. To isolate the area with the most opportunity, we ablate NumSearchLLM with respect to numeric typing and semantic labeling accuracies, and related table search.

**Numeric Typing Accuracy** We compare the heuristic rule-based numeric typing used by TTLA and our LLM-enhanced approach. Our metric is the accuracy of the numeric type assigned to each column. We find that the rule-based accuracy is 145 / 358 columns, whereas the LLM-enhanced approach is 195 / 358 columns.

Overall, using the LLM to verify and suggest alternative numeric types can effectively avoid mislabeling count columns as sequential and vice versa. However, LLMs can incorrectly agree with heuristics. For example, foreign key columns with high redundancy are categorical (they should be sequential).

**Numeric Semantic Labeling Accuracy** We compare TTLA to the LLM-enhanced approach for semantic labeling. Our metric is the accuracy of the DBpedia semantic label assigned to each column. We find that TTLA has accuracy 126 / 358 columns, whereas the LLM-enhanced approach has accuracy 181 / 358.

Overall, using the LLM effectively detects incorrect labels by detecting inconsistencies among semantic labels assigned to columns of the same table. However, the LLM frequently hallucinates alternate labels that are more vague than the true label. For this reason, when NumSearchLLM uses embeddings to map the LLM-generated labels to DBpedia labels, it frequently chooses similar but different labels. For example, the true label may be `dbp:populationDensity`, but NumSearchLLM may ultimately choose `dbp:populationTotal`.

The numeric typing and semantic labeling accuracy values show that LLMs are successfully able to detect and correct semantic ambiguities present in the state-of-the-art semantic labeling system, TTLA.

**Related Table Search with Perfect Labels:** We have shown that LLMs can improve semantic labeling, but there is still much room for improvement. We now answer whether there is room for LLMs to improve with regards to table relatedness. We achieve this by assuming all tables have been labeled with the correct semantic labels, and then running only the related table search portion of NumSearchLLM. We find that joinable table search has precision 45 / 45 = 100%, and recall 45 / 50 = 90%. Based on this benchmark this suggests that one improvement lies in using LLMs for numeric semantic labeling while improving related table search appears difficult. Additional benchmarks with uncommon semantic labels not well-known to LLMs are likely to make related table search more challenging as well. Other opportunities include scaling NumSearchLLM (LLM inferences are max 1.5s per prompt, 250 tokens, and 300 prompts) and varying LLM prompts to enable precision/recall tuning.